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	Title: Planning Your Winter Vegetable Garden for Food Preservation
	Author: by Sue Rideout, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Lots of us find we have extra space in our garden after the summer's bounty is harvested. Fall-winter gardens are a good place to try planting with an eye to freezing, canning and drying. Though canning and freezing are really not difficult, the winter months give less temptation to play outside rather than preserve the veggies and heating up the kitchen with boiling water is not a problem then. So think about stocking up your freezer and pantry with goodies from your winter garden. Several winter vegetables give opportunity to try your hand at food preservation. Even though our grocery stores are packed full with fresh produce, you'll be amazed at the added flavor of home grown vegetables. Broccoli tastes great frozen and is relatively easy to grow. The math is pretty simple in figuring out how much to plant. Set broccoli seedlings about a foot apart in the garden and 25 feet of row will yield about 20 pints of frozen broccoli. After the central head is harvested, the plant will produce side shoots, which are also great for freezing as small stalks. Be sure to plant for eating fresh, too.Cauliflower is also good frozen and pickled cauliflower is wonderful. Set cauliflower plants about 18 to 24 inches apart in the row. Each plant will produce one head in the center of tall leaves. It takes several weeks for the heads to reach a decent size. Two medium heads produce about three pints of frozen cauliflower so 24 feet of row will give you 18 pints of frozen product. For pickling, three medium heads yield about 5 pints of pickled cauliflower.Cabbage is another candidate for preserving from the winter garden. It can be frozen as wedges or shredded to make a delicious freezer slaw. Cabbage is also good pickled in relishes or prepared as sauerkraut. Fifteen feet of row will yield over 20 pounds of cabbage. Cabbage is so compact that it only takes two pounds to make five pints of freezer slaw. Spinach freezes well (if you can keep from eating your whole crop fresh in salads and other dishes!) On a raised bed with double rows, 15 feet will yield about 20 pounds or 20 pints of frozen spinach. Spinach is seeded really close together, not spaced apart as most vegetables.
	Page 2: Beets are a very versatile winter crop. They can be frozen or canned or put up as spiced pickled beets or combined with cabbage, onions, and peppers to make red relish which is very good. A raised fifteen foot double row of beets will yield about 41 pounds or 30 pints of frozen product. Four pounds of beets will give you about four pints of pickled beets and only two pounds of beets are needed to produce five pints of red relish.Onions are another great crop for your winter garden. While they can be frozen or dehydrated, onions keep so well that little need be done after they are dried in the garden. Onions are also needed in many relishes and are delicious pickled with hot peppers. A fifteen foot raised double row will produce about 34 pounds of onions.Kitchen equipment: All the equipment needed for freezing vegetables is probably already in your kitchen. Large saucepans for blanching and strainers are about all that is needed. Vegetables can be frozen in can-or-freeze jars, plastic freezer containers or flexible plastic freezer bags. The jars and containers are reusable. The bags are for one-time use but are relatively inexpensive. Of course, you need a freezer that will hold food below 0 degrees.Canning takes a little more equipment. For acid vegetable, pickles, and relishes you will need a boiling water canner with a rack and lid which is relatively inexpensive. Non-acid vegetables such as beets require a pressure canner, a bit more of an investment. However, pickled beets are considered acid so need only the less expensive equipment. Of course, you will need canning jars, rings, and lids. A canning funnel and jar lifter make canning easier.Good sources for canning and freezing information and recipes are the Ball Blue Book and Putting Food By. So grow your veggies and give food preservation a try this year-it's fun to do and very fulfilling.
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